March 07 - West face (Event 0307A)
March 07 - North face (Event 0307A)
March 07 - East face (Event 0307B)
March 08 - North face (Event 0308A)
March 08 - North face (Event 0308B)
March 08 - North face (Event 0308C)
March 08 - North face (Event 0308D)
March 25 - North face (Event 0325A)
April 12 - East face (Event 0412A)
April 12 - East face (Event 0412B)
April 12 - East face (Event 0412D)
April 12 - South face (Event 0412D)
April 12 - East face (Event 0412E)
April 12 - South face (Event 0412E)
May 22 - East face (Event 0522A)
May 22 - North face (Event 0522A)
May 22 - North face (Event 0522B)
June 25 - West face (Event 0625A)